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Beloved actor

MICHAEL J. FOX
is battling Parkinson’s
disease in a very
public forum:
your living room
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TIME TRAVEL:
Fox (from top) and TV dad
Michael Gross on Family
Ties; with Heather Locklear
on Spin City; sharing
food with TV son Jack Gore on
The Michael J. Fox Show
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MICHAEL J. FOX is back where he belongs:
on your TV.
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BACK IN TIME: Fox in Back to the Future Part II
with Christopher Lloyd; co-starring opposite future
wife Tracy Pollan on Family Ties in the 1980s
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Inasmuch as I can make the argument of
that was conceived 25
how Back to the Future Part II shaped toyears ago. In fact, I’ll
day’s technology, I’m similarly confident
submit that a fairly
making this statement: Michael J. Fox is
good cross section of
modern technology — one of the most consequential actors and
beloved people in the history of Hollywood.
flat-screen TVs with
So it is with sheer bemusement that I look
hundreds of chanaround his Upper East Side office in New
nels, text messaging
York City and realize rather quickly that it
and email (evolutions
of the fax machine), is devoid of any hint of modern technology
voice- recognition — of the technology that he helped forge. The
devices and hand- walls are doctor’s-office white with a few
accolades adorning one of them. There are a
held minicomputers
couple of red upholstered chairs with metal
— descends from the
legs. There’s a leather love seat and an Ikeamovie Back to the Future Part II.
esque coffee table with some photography
It might take a little imagination to make
books on it. There’s a row of metallic filing
that connection, or maybe just a couple of
cabinets along another wall. In fact, the only
clicks on that newfangled television of yours
to download the movie directly to your liv- hint of futurism — or of sophisticated interior décor — is a large, framed Japanese
ing room to bone up on your history — future
poster depicting Apocalypse Now. It was a
history. Still, it’s hard to refute that the Back
birthday gift this past summer from his wife,
to the Future trilogy had a profound impact
Tracy Pollan, who was his girlfriend in his
on pop culture, contemporary society and
younger days, literally and cinematically. It’s
perhaps — if distilled enough times across
absolutely beautiful, and Michael is quite
enough continents and enough banking
proud of it. Happy belated 52nd birthday.
counters (the trilogy netted just shy of $1
Fifty-two years old. How did that hapbillion) — humanity. Quite a heavy statepen? More interesting still: How is it that the
ment indeed, and quite a lot of responsibility
to bestow on the franchise’s leading man. man born Michael Andrew Fox in Alberta,
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ELCOME TO THE FUTURE.
Please take advantage of
all the cutting-edge technology you desire. Observe
our flat-screen televisions that stream live programming and that have works of art as screen savers. Use
our handheld portable telephones that display the
personal information of whoever calls. Type a message and fax it virtually to someone else’s handheld
portable telephone. While you’re driving, tell your
car to call your mother and speak directly into the air.
Yes, our cars are smart, our phones are smart, and our
scientists are smart, thereby smartening up our lives
with each new app and icon and gigawatt.
In a few short weeks, it will be the year 2014. Although we’re not flying to work in our cars just yet,
our world is eerily similar to a Hollywood projection
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FOUR
DECADES
OF FOX

F

ORTY YEARS AFTER his first TV appearance in 1973 on the Canadian show The
Beachcombers, Michael J. Fox returned
this fall to the small screen. Through
his four-decade career, Fox has portrayed a range
of characters, from conservative Alex P. Keaton
on Family Ties and war-torn soldier Eriksson in
Brian De Palma’s Casualties of War to Back to the
Future’s renowned time traveler Marty McFly and
Deputy Mayor Mike Flaherty on Spin City. Fox
also is a best-selling author and the founder of
The Michael J. Fox Foundation for Parkinson’s
Research. He not only has covered a lot of ground
during his career, but he has also won numerous
awards along the way.
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During Fox’s
seven-season run
on NBC’s hit series Family Ties,
he earned three
Emmy Awards
for Outstanding
Lead Actor in a
Comedy Series
(in 1986, 1987
and 1988), as
well as a Golden
Globe and other
awards.

Fox became a
cinema superstar
in 1985 in Robert
Zemeckis’ hit

Back to the
Future, play-

ing the young
Marty McFly, who
travels back in
time with the
zany Doc Brown
(played by Christopher Lloyd)
in a plutoniumpowered
DeLorean. The
futuristic film trilogy (sequels followed in 1989 and
1990) showed the
world that Fox
was ready for the
big screen.

In 1996, Fox
returned to the
small screen
with the hit show
Spin City. For
his portrayal of
Deputy Mayor
Michael Flaherty,
Fox won an
astounding seven
awards in his four
seasons with the
show, including
three Golden
Globes and one
Emmy.

Fox won accolades again
in 2009 with
his Emmy for
Outstanding
Guest Actor in
a Drama Series
for his portrayal
of Dwight, a
drug-addicted
paraplegic on
FX’s Rescue Me.
The gritty role
was a departure
from the congenial Michael J. Fox
audiences had
grown to know
and garnered
the critically acclaimed series its
only Emmy.

In 2002, Fox published the first of
his best-selling
books, Lucky
Man. Follow-ups

Always Looking Up: The
Adventures of
an Incurable
Optimist
(2009) and A
Funny Thing
Happened on
the Way to the
Future: Twists
and Turns
and Lessons
Learned (2010)

In 2009, Fox
added a Grammy
for Best Spoken
Word Album to
his trophy case
for his recorded
reading of Al-

ways Looking
Up: The
Adventures of
an Incurable
Optimist.

—DAVID
HALLORAN

also became
best-sellers;
Always debuted
at No. 2 on The
New York Times’
best-seller list.
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Canada, 52 years ago maintains the same
boyish good looks and casual demeanor as
the man who played Marty McFly in 1985,
1989 and 1990? Heck, how is it he still looks
and sounds like Alex P. Keaton from the
1980s hit show Family Ties? The future has
done nothing to alter the presentation of the
man who has brought comedy into our lives
for more than 30 years.
The future, however, brought something
else — something the writers never scripted
and something the versatile actor never expected. Indeed, he is back in the future with
his TV show The Michael J. Fox Show, only
today’s Michael J. Fox continues to battle
Parkinson’s disease 22 years after being diagnosed with it. This Michael J. Fox of the
future no longer hides his condition like the
Michael J. Fox of the past. No, this Michael J.
Fox and his namesake foundation are committed to finding a cure for the degenerative

I receive a phone
call from Nina, Michael’s assista nt,
who apologizes that
the interview will
have to be pushed
back an hour. No problem. If you’ve been in
the journalism business long enough, you
know this is standard operating procedure.
But when I arrive at Michael’s office, Nina
apologizes again. “Michael will probably
apologize too. I think this might be the first
time he’s ever pushed back an interview.”
Really?
“He had a commitment at his daughter’s
school that ran long. This never happens.” I
take my seat in his decidedly unfuturistic
office and wait. I’m not alone, mind you. I
have Gus to keep me company. Gus is Michael’s part Great Dane/part Chow/part
horse mix of a mutt. He looks as though he
outweighs his owner, and he clearly has free
reign over the office. Gus comes over, sniffs
me out, happily receives some head pats and
ear scratches, snorts his approval and retreats to his mat.
Moments later, the door swings open,

and Michael enters like the tour de force
whirlwind of energy we’ve come to expect.
He walks right up to me and presents his
hand by swinging his shoulder, almost like a
pitcher’s windup. “Hi, I’m Michael,” he says
with a smile. “I’m really sorry I’m late.”
For whatever reason — perhaps it’s because the voice is so familiar from so many
TV shows and movies — I instantly recognize his sincerity. I assure him that it’s no
problem, that I’m actually embarrassed that
he even feels a need to apologize, and we
retreat to another room in his office, which
is also remarkably unfuturistic. Gus follows.
He takes his seat on a couch. I take my
seat on a chair across a coffee table from him.
Gus plops down next to us. This is when I
get the fi rst real glimpse into the physical
effects Parkinson’s has on him. I ask a question about his character on The Michael J.
Fox Show and, as he explains in great detail
who Mike Henry is and how he came to be,
I realize that the Parkinson’s — once controlled and presumably stymied as seen in
his December 1998 interview with Barbara
Walters on 20/20 — is now full-on, even
with a heavy cocktail of medication. In that
interview, Walters asked him if he thought
he’d still have Parkinson’s when he was 50.
Fox’s reply: “I know I won’t have this. I will
not have it.”
Have it, however, he does. And although
Fox hasn’t been a fixture in the limelight
since he left Spin City in 2000 (a decade
after his diagnosis), it’s hard for me and presumably for many people who see a happy,

SIDEBAR, FROM LEFT: EVERETT COLLECTION; GETTY IMAGES; TOMMASO BODDI/WIREIMAGE; EVERETT COLLECTION

disorder of the nervous system. And
this Michael J. Fox
is battling his Parkinson’s in a very
public-yet-intimate
forum: your living
room.

handsome man uncontrollably gesticulating
to accept that this is the rock-solid werewolfturned-heartthrob we grew up watching.
It becomes much easier to accept the more
you see it and the more he talks about his
portrayal of Mike Henry, a beloved New York
news anchor who retires when diagnosed
with Parkinson’s only to return later, disease
be damned. The Mike Henry character is a
self-styled translation of what Fox’s “normal” has been both professionally and at
home for 22 years.
“When I first talked to the producers and
the writers about the concept for the show,
they had read my books and we talked a lot
about that take on life,” Fox says. “Control
is an illusion. Any time you think you have
a situation under control, you’ve made an
error somewhere. That’s tough for someone
who has a job where he’s a newsman and he
has a lot of creative and editorial control,
and then he spends time with his family and
it’s just chaos. It’s a metaphor for the condition. You can see the guy has moments when
he’s struggling and can’t do certain things,
and yet he’s still a big player with everything
that goes on in his family.”
Of course, Michael didn’t come to such
a profound conclusion overnight. No, the
man who went 30 years into the future (and
100 years into the past) had a very real present to deal with back in 1991, when he was
diagnosed with Parkinson’s at the extraordinarily young age of 30.

The sudden diagnosis in 1991 and the

EVERETT COLLECTION (6)
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RENAISSANCE MAN: Fox’s career has spanned
movies (including Casualties of War, opposite
page, and Doc Hollywood with Julie Warner), TV
(from top: Curb Your Enthusiasm, Boston Legal
and Scrubs) and books. His role on Rescue Me
(bottom) with Denis Leary earned Fox an Emmy for
Outstanding Guest Actor in a Drama Series.

gradual progression of Fox’s condition have
been well documented, even though they
haven’t been overly publicized. That was in
part by design and in part in deference to the
man who gave us so many happy memories
and who needed time and space to cope.
For instance, gossipmongers long ago
alerted the world to the fact that Fox was
showing early symptoms of the disease in
1990 while filming Doc Hollywood. Later,
those same mongers reported that because
of Parkinson’s , he would be leaving Spin City.
He then channeled his energy into forming The Michael J. Fox Foundation in 2000,
which is “dedicated to finding a cure for
Parkinson’s disease through an aggressively
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funded research agenda and to ensuring the
development of improved therapies for those
living with Parkinson’s today.” He’s written
three books, made guest appearances on hit
shows like Curb Your Enthusiasm, Boston
Legal and Scrubs, and has been politically
active, including a much-discussed appearance before a Senate Appropriations Committee in 1999, during which he testified
unmedicated, and his starring role in a 2006
political ad for Missouri Democrat Claire
McCaskill, a senate candidate who supported stem cell research. (McCaskill won
the election.) All of this is well documented.
“The first seven years that I lived with
the diagnosis, I did a lot of work,” he says.
“I really became a student of the condition.
The whole thing about the way I deal with
Parkinson’s and the things I’ve been able to
do, and that people give me too much credit
for — I was so lucky. I was in a position where
I could take the time to figure out what was
going on with me, and I could get the best
medical advice, and I could eventually put
time into starting the foundation. And

A NIGHT ON THE TOWN: Fox and wife Tracy
Pollan at the 65th Annual Primetime Emmy Awards,
where Fox enjoyed his third consecutive nomination
for his recurring role on The Good Wife.

when I wanted to go back to work, I could
do it on my own terms. I had an obligation
to do something positive and to help other
people with the attention I can bring to the
condition and to the community.”
What isn’t so well documented is that

five cast and crew members from the late’70s/early-’80s Canadian show Leo and Me,
Fox’s first major role, also developed mid-life
Parkinson’s, which is alarming. Although
there was work and research being done on
Parkinson’s at the time, the idea that this
condition could be environmental had been
considered but not thoroughly explored. Using his name, his resources and his celebrity,
Fox and his foundation are able to research
not only an environmental connection but
are at the forefront of medical research of
all things Parkinson’s-related. “Clinically,
and from a scientific point of view, that’s
too small a cluster to be significant,” he says
with a pang of despair. “It’s certainly worth
noting, and I’m personally curious about
it. There are larger clusters elsewhere, and
we’ve put a lot of our resources at the foundation into figuring out why these clusters
happen. Is it environmental? Is it genetic?
There’s an expression we use all the time:
Genetics loads the gun, and environment pulls
the trigger. You’re genetically predisposed
potentially if X factor is added to the mix,

CBS VIA GETTY IMAGES

NOW YOU KNOW: Since its creation, The Michael J. Fox Foundation has put
89 cents of every dollar spent toward finding a cure for Parkinson’s disease.

MICHAEL J. FOX
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FORTUNE INTERNATIONAL
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SIMPLE PERFECTION IN MIAMI
Soaring fifty-seven stories above Sunny
Isles Beach, Jade Signature is an invitation
to the avant-garde.

Residences starting at $1.95 million
JADESIGNATURE.COM
FORTUNE INTERNATIONAL
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SITE: 16901 Collins Avenue, Sunny Isles Beach, FL 33160.
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and the X factor is some environmental component that you just happen to be exposed to.
So if you have a cluster, you know whether
that’s a cluster of people who are genetically related and predisposed or whether
it’s people that have just perhaps run into an
insecticide or pesticide or some other heavy
metal that adds to it.
“We cover a huge range of possible causes,”
he says. “We also work with pharmaceutical
companies to get them to work on compounds
that they might otherwise not work on if they
didn’t have the money for research. We’re
working to identify genes that predispose
family members to disease. If it’s important
work on Parkinson’s, we’re doing it.”

CBS VIA GETTY IMAGES

There was a scene in the pilot of The

S
N

E

Michael J. Fox Show in which two heavily
accented dishwasher repairmen show up
to fix the ailing machine, and when Mike
Henry answers the door, the two repairmen are starstruck. Before they get to work,
Mike tries to read instructions for the men
left by his wife on a wet, smeared piece of
scrap paper. “ ‘Connect the gravy,’ ” he reads
aloud. “Why’s it say gravy? This is not going to be helpful. So you know what I’ll do?
I’ll call my wife on her cellphone, and she
will straighten this whole thing out.” Then
you hear a 911 dispatcher. Shocked, Mike
explains to the 911 dispatcher that he meant
to dial 917 — there’s no emergency, his Parkinson’s drugs simply hadn’t kicked in, and
he misdialed. A hilarious scene ensues when
the police show up and draw their guns on
the repairmen, thinking that Mike Henry
was under duress when he canceled the 911
call. “Whoa, whoa, whoa — I’m fine!” Mike
proclaims. “I said I was fine on the phone!”
“It doesn’t matter,” says one of the guntoting officers. “We have to respond. Better safe than sorry.” After the situation is
straightened out, the officer asks Mike for
an autograph. “My uncle’s got Alzheimer’s.”
“I actually have Parkinson’s,” Mike replies.
The cop shrugs. “Either way.”
That scene was an extrapolation of a
real-life event. Fox was on Martha’s Vineyard, where he used to have a home, when,
unannounced, two guys showed up to
repair the dishwasher. He didn’t know if it
was legit, so he went to call his wife and he
really did accidentally call 911. The police
came. Even though that was an unfortunate
display of the effects of Parkinson’s, and
notwithstanding how embarrassing it was

18.503,
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MICHAEL J. FOX

to summon the 911 dispatcher when he was
just trying to call his wife’s cell, Michael J.
Fox managed to make it comedic. For us, his
fans. Because he loves us. Because he always
has; because he always will.
Back at our interview, I explain to Fox
how I had a grandmother with Parkinson’s. I
tell him how tough Grandma Sally was, how

she survived Auschwitz, the death march,
the firebombing of Dresden. She contracted
Parkinson’s late in life and succumbed to a
combination of that and another neurological disease. “Ugh,” he sighs. “Yeah. Ugh.” He
lowers his eyes and clasps his hands. I can
tell he’s heard this all-too-familiar story of a
loved one losing a battle to Parkinson’s before.

Built to clean Bigger loads

Fast-forward six hours. I fly home and,
as I’m walking to my door, there’s a package from NBC. It’s the pilot of The Michael J.
Fox Show. It didn’t arrive before I flew out to
New York the day before, so I queue it up and
watch it hours after my interview.
About five minutes in, there’s a scene
in which his daughter (played by Juliette
Goglia) speaks into the camera about a
school report she is doing on her father.
“Yes, my dad is a celebrity and people love
him, blah, blah, blah,” she laments, “but
why does everyone have to stop and tell him
about another person who also has Parkinson’s? Alcoholism is a disease. Do people go
up to David Hasselhoff and tell him about
their crazy uncles?” I just shake my head
and laugh. I wish I could fly back at that

Since its inception in 2000,
THE MICHAEL J. FOX FOUNDATION
has raised close to $400 million for
Parkinson’s research and has supported
more than 60 clinical trials.
Visit www.michaeljfox.org
for more information.

very moment and tell him how funny that
was. Michael manages to make his everyday
life comedic for us. His fans. Because he
loves us.

Welcome to the future. Please enjoy

TM

The FLEXIRACKS system with four levels accommodate oversized items that you
may be washing by hand. With endless loading possibilities and more space than any
other brand, our dishwashers are second to none.
To locate a dealer near you visit our website www.askousa.com
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watching our comedy shows on your newfangled entertainment devices, the ideas
for which were set in motion some 25 years
ago with a familiar face who’s back in your
living room. He still looks and sounds great,
he still delivers the funniest lines and he
still brings laughter to millions. Only in
this future — a future in which Parkinson’s
disease is very real and has taken root — he
accepts the hand he was dealt, and he plays
his cards well.
“I don’t fool myself that my natural state
isn’t full-on, symptomatic Parkinson’s, 20
years out,” he says. “Even when I look at that
as a worst-case scenario, I’m still very lucky.”
We’re lucky.
“My apologies again for pushing the interview back.”
Why is he apologizing?
Because he loves us.

ADAM PITLUK is the director of American Airlines
Publishing (and the editor of this magazine). He is the
author of Standing Eight and Damned To Eternity.
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